Beyond Science, Beyond Religion, Beyond Compare! This intriguing book, ‘Christmas The
Christ-Jesus Event that Changed Human Evolution’ by Dame Ysatis De Saint-Simone reveals to
us a well-guarded secret that will indeed change your life for it is connected to our own
evolution. A great mystery contained in this Heavenly-Earthly Event that is Christmas, the birth
of the Cosmic Power of the Christ in the human form of Jesus of Nazareth. A Grand Event that
changed the count of Time, History and human Evolution.
Christmas is presented here as a Mystery understood by few – or none – a Mystery whose
cosmic and evolutionary dimensions vital for our spiritual and human evolution found solely in
the Archeological writings of the Sanhedrim and the Talmuds of the Jews, kept in the Vatican
Library Vaults and the Mosque of Saint Sophia in Constantinople, where they were gathered by
Emperor Constantine and kept since 337 A.D., and zealously protected by Mohamed when he
took Constantinople.
Know that there is no piece of history to be found like this in the entire world, but in The
Christmas Story and the Source of its research. Dame De Saint-Simone, a true Theological
Investigator does it again, by disclosing to us this secret fruit of her deep research, as she did in
her spell-bounding book ‘Genesis 2000’ based on the reconstruction of the Hebrew language to
its original purity by the great French etymologist and linguist Fabre d’Olivet.
'Christmas The Christ-Jesus Event That Changed Human Evolution' is based on research of
official documents made in the Jewish courts in the days of Jesus Christ translated by Drs.
McIntosh and Twyman of the Antiquarian Lodge of Genoa, Italy and records of the Senatorial
Docket taken from the Vatican Library at Rome.
If you want to know the whole story of Christmas, not just the small toned-down fragment of it
in the Gospels, but the unabridged testimony of what happened, the night the Christ-Jesus was
born of first hand witnesses as the Bethlehem shepherds and of Melker, the Jewish priest at the
Synagogue of Bethlehem, whose deep and profound letter to the Sanhedrim of the Jews is not
only historic testimony of the events that happened that night, but also a prophetic statement of a
man well versed in prophecy who said that of all great events this one of Bethlehem is the
grandest of all, and stating to the Masters of the High Court of the Sanhedrim that this event of
the birth of Jesus of Nazareth and the birth of John the Baptist, the forerunner fulfilled all the
prophecies of the so much expected coming of the Redeemer of men!
Melker’s letter is a deep and profound historic document, containing Knowledge of higher things
vital for our inner growth and our evolution; and it is given in its exact unabridged version for
the first time in history to the general public. This letter in itself is worth more than any other
description of what Christmas truly is.
The Splendor of Christmas shines as never before in ‘The Christmas Story’ giving those souls
who search for Love and Peace - regardless of creed – as Love doesn’t discriminate, manifold
blessings revealing to their mind untold dimensions of the Christ-Jesus Birth Event that raise its
understanding beyond dogma and concepts into an indescribable bliss aid to their spiritual
growth.

In our society Christmas has been nearly reduced to a yearly rite, family dinners and a
tremendous buying and selling rush to exchange gifts. Material gifts and pastimes are fine, but
they tend to obliterate the true Spirit of Love and the Splendor of the Gift of God to us - this
Great Mystery closely linked to our evolution that some of us have maybe only begun to
comprehend. . So, this little book Christmas The Christ Jesus Event that Changed Human
Evolution sealed with God’s Love comes like all things of God’s Providences, always out at the
right moment – just on time!.’

